
FIBRE BROW ENHANCER
PRODUCT SHEET

Silk Oil of Morocco’s Vegan Fibre Brow Enhancer acts as an instant brush-on brow extension. This incredible must have beauty product is 
designed to fill, sculpt, thicken and define over-plucked, thinning or fair eyebrows. Tiny fibres work in conjunction with an ultra fine coloured 

powder to instantly enhance the natural brow and help to achieve desired brow shape. Can be used to create a beautiful brow arch or extend 
brow length. Silk Vegan Fibre Brow Enhancer takes seconds to apply and can be removed easily with warm water
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• Vegan Friendly
• Acts as an instant brush-on brow extension
• Instantly enhances the natural eyebrow
• Perfect for:
- Filling in gaps
- Adding definition
- Shaping
- Creating fullness where little or no brow is present
• Can be used to create both a natural and bold finish
• Easy to apply and remove
• Lasts for up to 120 applications*
• Available in 5 colour shades suitable for all brow types

BENEFITS

12 months after opening. 36 months unopened

EXPIRY DATE/SHELF LIFE

Apply Vegan Fibre Brow Enhancer starting from the inner brow 
moving up towards the brow arch and then down towards the end 

of the brow. When applying to the thinner part of the brow, turn the 
applicator and use only the tip for a finer line. Reapply in gaps or 

where brows are sparse for extra coverage

DIRECTIONS OF USE

Mica, Silica, Talc, Dimethicone, Magnesium 
Stearate, Kaolin, Nylon-6, +/- CI 77491, CI 

77499, CI 77492, CI 77891

INGREDIENTS

Recyclable - 
Bottle- PETE
Applicator- OTHER

PACKAGING MATERIAL

All Silk Cosmetic Products
Silk Makeup Brushes
Silk Argan Brush Cleaner

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

OTHER

71
PETE



MEDIUM
OMC015-M

HS Code- 3304.91.00
0.02 kg

9.6 cm high x 3.1cm in 
diameter at base of bottle

DARK
OMC015-D

HS Code- 3304.91.00
0.02 kg

9.6 cm high x 3.1cm in 
diameter at base of bottle

EXTRA DARK
OMC015-ED

HS Code- 3304.91.00
0.02 kg

9.6 cm high x 3.1cm in 
diameter at base of bottle

EXTRA LIGHT 
OMC015-EL

HS Code- 3304.91.00
0.02 kg

9.6 cm high x 3.1cm in 
diameter at base of bottle

LIGHT
OMC015-L

HS Code- 3304.91.00
0.02 kg

9.6 cm high x 3.1cm in 
diameter at base of bottle

FAQS
WHAT SIZES ARE AVAILABLE? 4g

WHY IS THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW SO POPULAR? Silk Oil of Morocco’s vegan fibre brow acts as an instant brush-on brow extension and is designed 
to fill, sculpt, thicken and define over-plucked, thinning or fair eyebrows

HOW DOES THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW WORK? Tiny fibres work in conjunction with an ultra-fine coloured powder to instantly enhance the natural 
brow and to help achieve desired brow shape. It takes seconds to apply and can be removed with water

DOES THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER ATTACH TO THE SKIN OR THE NATURAL BROW? Vegan fibre brow enhancer is more effective 
when attaching to the natural brow hairs however can also be used straight on the skin area of the brow line

WHAT ARE THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW FIBRES MADE FROM? Brush on fibres which adhere to the eyebrow line are synthetic fibres made from 
nylon-6 material

HOW DO I APPLY THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER? Apply vegan fibre brow enhancer starting from the inner brow moving up towards the 
brow arch and then down towards the end of the brow. When applying to the thinner part of the brow, turn the applicator and use only the tip for a finer 
line. Reapply in gaps or where brows are sparse for extra coverage. A detailed brochure is included & a tips & tricks page is also available

WHAT COLOURS ARE THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER AVAILABLE IN? Vegan fibre brow enhancer is available in five different colours- 
Extra Light, Light, Medium, Dark and Extra Dark

DOES THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER MAKE THE BROWS LOOK THICKER? Vegan fibre brow enhancer is perfect for filling in gaps, adding 
definition, shaping and creating fullness where little or no brow is present

WILL THE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER GIVE A NATURAL LOOK? Fibre brow enhancer can be used to create both natural and bold finishes

CAN I USE VEGAN FIBRE BROW ENHANCER IF I WEAR CONTACT LENSES? Yes though it advisable to take extra care in the application process. 
Like any foreign material in the eye it can cause irritation. If product gets into the eyes it is recommended to wash out immediately with water

FIBRE BROW ENHANCER
PRODUCT SHEET

KEY INGREDIENTS
Mica - A naturally occurring group of silicate minerals and is used to impart a sparkly white appearance to cosmetics giving shimmer effect

Silica - Derived from mineral, and can help with absorbing moisture and acts as an anticaking agent

Dimethicone -  Offers skin conditioning and acts as a skin protectant

Kaolin - Australian Kaolin Clay is ideal for oily skin types as it works by reducing the production of sebum and leaves the skin feeling fresh and 
hydrated

Nylon 6 fibres - Synthetic fibres to help promote fuller, more defined brows

Iron Oxides - Used as colourants, iron oxides are naturally occurring mineral deposits that are further processed to remove impurities

Magnesium Stearate - Assists in providing a smooth and even application
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CAUTION: It is recommended to always review the full ingredients lists and conduct a patch test prior to using the product for the first time- apply a small amount to a discreet 
patch of skin, like the inside of your arm. If any signs of redness or skin irritation occurs, do not use.
*Number of applications may vary depending on usage amounts



FIBRE BROW ENHANCER
TIPS & TRICKS

Rotate the brow enhancer tip to define the brow shape with precision 

Continue to apply Brow Enhancer to fill the 
entire brow. Rotating the applicator to the finer 
tip when defining the arch and tail end of the 
brow

If need be reapply in gaps or where brows are 
sparse for extra coverage.

Fills, Sculpts and thickens brows

2
APPLY ARCH

Apply Fibre Brow Enhancer starting from the 
inner brow moving up towards the brow arch

Continue to apply Enhancer to fill and sculpt 
the front and  top half of the brow

Fills and Frames the brow

APPLY FRONT
1
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EXTRA LIGHT
Suitable for white/grey or very fair eyebrows

LIGHT
Suitable for fair/blonde eyebrows

DARK
Suitable for medium/dark brown eyebrows

MEDIUM
Suitable for light/medium brown eyebrows

EXTRA DARK
Suitable for very dark brown/black eyebrows


